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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Camden, NJ – September 7, 2017  
“A GENERATION AHEAD OF DESIGN;” HOLTEC 
INTERNATIONAL CELEBRATES ITS NEW HEADQUARTERS 
CAMPUS

Holding true to Holtec’s mission,  USA Architects designed the energy technology 
giant’s massive $260 million corporate campus, complete with new headquarters, 
manufacturing, warehouse operations and helipad, along the newly developed, 50-acre 
waterfront campus in Camden, New Jersey. The new location was a strategic move; 
to synchronize both the corporate and manufacturing workforce into one location, 
expand manufacturing capacity, and increase employment to over a thousand workers 
as part of Camden’s economic redevelopment.

The 160,000 SF office building features floor-to-ceiling curtain wall glass and limestone 
panels, a roof deck, 2-story atrium lobby, technology center, open meeting centers, two 
cafés, and open concept office spaces. The building is designed to high standards of 
sustainability, using sun shading and building angles to control daylight into the office 
areas. The 500,000 SF manufacturing warehouse, contains 200-ton cranes, a reactor 
test loop, and several auxiliary buildings to support the increased operational capacity.

“We managed to design and construct a facility that supports the rapid growth rate of 
this international company,” says Paul Swartz, CEO of USA Architects, “...successfully 
joining forces toward Camden’s revitalization and the future seems brighter than ever 
for South Jersey.”

###

USA Architects is an award winning mid-size architecture firm with locations in 
Somerville, NJ Philadelphia, PA and Easton, PA. Founded in 1985, USA inspires 
community—designing schools, offices, and other public spaces. The company shares 
a passion for creating impactful environments where people learn, work, and govern. 
The firm offers architectural, interior and planning services in diverse project types 
across several market segments. (Government, Justice, K-12, Higher Ed., Science and 
Technology, Commercial and Corporate)

Holtec International is a diversified energy technology company. The company is 
widely recognized as the foremost technology innovator in the field of carbon-free 
power generation, specifically commercial nuclear and solar energy The Company’s 
corporate credo, “A Generation Ahead by Design” has guided Holtec’s business 
initiatives since the company’s founding in the mid-eighties. In practical terms, it 
means meeting the emerging needs of the industry through innovation.


